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The marriage between LeBron James and the Los Angeles Lakers (33-49) is at a tenuous point. James
has only one season left on his contract, and while he can sign a two-year extension in August, it's ...
Internal discussions on LeBron James’ future have not taken place yet?
The Los Angeles Lakers are coming off one of their worst seasons in franchise history, missing the
playoffs altogether after such high expectations. While LeBron James played at a ridiculous level for ...
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LeBron James, Klutch in no rush to decide on his Lakers future
Discussions of a potential extension between LeBron James, Klutch Sports and the Lakers will take
place at some point this offseason, but they haven’t even reportedly taken place between the former ...
Report: LeBron James and Klutch Sports have not discussed whether or not he’d take Lakers extension
yet
Coming off one of the greatest individual seasons in NBA history, LeBron James continues to cement
his place in basketball lore. Even in the midst of a catastrophic season with the Lakers, James still ...
3 hypothetical LeBron James blockbuster trades for Lakers
The Los Angeles Lakers have fired head coach Frank Vogel, but the worst isn't behind them just yet.
NBA fans are ruthless, and they're coming for the Lake ...
Lakers fire Frank Vogel: Best memes and tweets trolling LeBron James
LeBron remains 'hungry' and 'confident' despite a rocky season filled with losses, questions about roster
makeup and injuries.
LeBron James, Rob Pelinka discuss Lakers' disappointing season, next moves
Take a look into what the Lakers could expect from LeBron James, Anthony Davis ... the first very
public signs of more internal problems to come. As was this: The Lakers started 0-2 with both ...
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LeBron James, Russell Westbrook and the Los Angeles Lakers' tumultuous season, in their own words
Following Frank Vogel's firing and the end of a dismal season, the Lakers have a lot of changes to make,
Melissa Rohlin writes.
Lakers sort through wreckage of nightmare season as changes begin
Russell Westbrook told the media on Monday that he was "never given a fair chance" in his first year
with Los Angeles.
Westbrook voices frustrations about Vogel, Lakers' dynamics
Believe it or not, it's an internal debate too ... than two years after arguably the greatest player of the
modern era, LeBron James, led them to the NBA title. It’s an alarming fall from ...
LeBron, Lakers' low point as Showtime shuts down
Russell Westbrook told the media on Monday that he was "never given a fair chance" in his first year
with Los Angeles.
Russell Westbrook voices frustrations about Frank Vogel, Lakers' season
The marriage between LeBron James and the Los Angeles Lakers (33-49) is at a tenuous point. James
has only one season left on his contract, and while he can sign a two-year extension in August, ...
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